
HOW TO BE
A SMART BUILDER

IN 2015



Show them you’re worth it!

Know your numbers

Plan, plan, plan!

Don’t waste your energy

Know your cash position at all times

Keep the work coming in
Keep your cool

Flex and bend

Get your site safety sorted

Be upfront and clear with your customers

How do you work smarter?

The building industry has changed drastically over the past few years.
Recession has had an impact, and workloads have only recently started
to recover. The latest RICS report highlights current challenges within
the sector including lengthening delivery times and skills shortages.

For some building firms these problems can create obstacles to growth
and significantly affect working practices and profit. But it doesn't have
to be that way. And Adrian Wild knows only too well the importance
of adapting to industry changes.

After 20-plus years running a construction business he realised that for
the small to medium building firm to survive, let alone thrive, it would
have to speed up and embrace technology.

With nothing on the market fitting the bill, Adrian went on to develop
a range of software that today, is helping literally thousands of builders
across the UK. In fact, HBXL software is radically changing the way that
building firms work. And there’s still nothing comparable on the
market even now.

Perhaps it’s because the software is custom-built especially for building
firms by a team who understand construction. Perhaps it’s because
they’ve simply and effectively addressed the fundamental problems
that builders encountered before they became ‘Smart Builders’.

This booklet gives you an insight into how a clever suite of intuitive
software can help you rise to the challenge and overcome the issues
that currently stand in your way.

If you want to stop ‘getting by’, if you want
cash flow issues to be a thing of the past,
along with bad debt, missed opportunities
and logistical nightmares, then read on.
Become a ‘Smart Builder’ along with
thousands of others.



Be upfront and clear with your customers
Communicating with your customers when the unexpected crops up will alleviate problems further down the line. If
the customer changes their mind part way through a job, make sure you’re clear about extra materials or labour that
might be required and put every change requested into writing so there’s clarity on all fronts.

Know your cash position at all times
Cash keeps business in business. And too many building firms go to the wall simply because they don’t keep track of
money coming in and going out. A cash flow forecast and on-going cash flow reports are vitally important. Add to
that a legal contract with customers and good terms with suppliers and you’ll sleep at night!

Keep the work coming in
The more estimating you can undertake and successfully deliver to the customer, the more chance you have of
winning work. It’s an obvious point worth making!

Keep your cool
It’s time to run your business like clockwork. Have proper systems in place and prepare and organise jobs in advance
to avoid feeling overwhelmed. Make sure you don’t overwork – it can lead to bad business decisions being made and
money being lost.

Flex and bend
Diversification is a great way of beating the competition. Listen to your customers and offer a design and build service
or a planning application service. They offer substantial benefits for the customer and can speed up delivery times too
because you won’t have to wait around for outsourcers to do their job before you can do yours.

Show them you’re worth it!
Are you a reputable building firm? Yes? Then show it! Professional looking, itemised and comprehensive quotes show
transparency and competence. Quick quotes beat the competition, show you’re eager and diligent.

Know your numbers
Make sure your pricing is up-to-date (material costs, subcontractor rates, inflation, etc). Make sure you’ve got a clear
idea of your overheads and the profit you want to make from each job…and don’t undercut yourself by dropping
your prices below that. You don’t have to be cheap to win work. Produce build programs and build schedules – they
are great for negotiating price deals on bulk ordering with builders’ merchants.

Plan, plan, plan!
Badly run building projects can drag on, lose you money and lead to unhappy and disgruntled customers – word of
mouth is important and referrals are a great way of winning work on your reputation. Have build programs,
schedules and offer your customer the choice of paying in stages.

Don’t waste your energy
And by energy we mean time, resources, staff, brain power. Streamline and consolidate your tasks as much as
possible so you can accomplish more with less effort.

Get your site safety sorted!
Building is a high-risk industry and health and safety is crucial. Accidents on site can not only harm workers, your
customer and the public but can cost you in HSE fines, FFI and job hold ups and harm your reputation as a
conscientious and professional builder.

Ten rules for working smarter
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You struggle to get your estimates on time
It’s true that often the first person to quote wins the job. This may sound like common sense but it
is often overlooked due to a busy schedule.How can you get around this? This is your first touch
point with your potential new customer so you need to ensure that you come across as
professional and conscientious:

• Use an answering service to deal with your enquiries if you tend to be on site more often

• Reply with a pre drafted email to acknowledge your interest, which reduces the margin for error

• Is there specific questions you need to ask each time?

• Make sure you include alternative contact details such as
telephone number and website details.

You want to improve your
business win rate
Prepare an accurate estimate for your own use - not
just the customer’s. Know what the job is going to
cost, add a sensible profit margin. Don't get price
fright - you don’t need to be cheap to win the work.

Prepare a detailed and itemised estimate for your
customer. Provide a good level of detail so there is no
question on what is/isn't included within your
estimate. Your work is a significant investment for the
customer you need to recognise this.

Don't email or post the quote. Deliver the estimate
personally. Print it out, put it in a personalised folder
showing your company logo and contact details.

Take time to talk the customer through the estimate in
detail. Ask them whether you have overlooked or
missed anything out.

You want more control
over drawings
OK so you haven’t had CAD or drawing experience
but it doesn’t mean you shouldn’t be able to create
plans.

So long as you are using software that is designed
specifically for builders, you’re on your way.

Better still, having easy to use drag ‘n’ drop tools will
make the job even easier.

With PlansXpress there’s nothing to stop you
producing architect-quality plans.

And if you’re not ready to start from scratch then
you can import existing plans and trace over.

You want to move your
business on
Stand out from your competition by offering your
customers more. Perhaps now is the time to diversify?

A one-stop-shop, design and build service will give you
an extra profit stream and a real point of difference for
customers.

Having PlansXpress CAD technology means you can
also amend or add to customer building plans and skip
the architect fees associated with these changes.

Smart solutions to common problems

EstimatorXpress

EstimatorXpress

EstimatorXpress

PlansXpress

You don’t know
how much money you’ve
made until the accounts
are filed
This is a comment we hear all too often from our
customers and you should avoid being in this
situation. Forecasting and reporting are essential.

Growth in the construction sector is expected to
remain steadfast, at around 5% over the course
of 2015, with the private sector remaining the
driver of activity. It’s this kind of forecast that
provides a springboard for future stability.

Which? surveyed 1,006
of their members in
April 2012 and found
that just 52% of them
trusted builders. They
concluded that creating
trust is critical in order
for the builder to be
chosen.

Solution

Solution

Solution

Solution

PlansXpress

Solution

Estimating takes time out of your day
Estimating using our leading software is fast – but if every minute counts then
there is another solution and it’s our revolutionary Visual Estimating package.

Simply scan and trace your plans using PlansXpress CAD software, and then
transfer the plan details into EstimatorXpress where an accurate estimate is
created AUTOMATICALLY in minutes!

Visual Estimating

Solution



You’re worried about your Health & Safety obligations
The recent HSE October inspections showed that many firms were still failing on basic welfare legal
requirements with 20% being so serious that the sites were closed down.

Welfare aside these incidents are costing construction firms million

Whilst the following list is not exhaustive it shows your five legal obligations:

• Enforce a Company Health & Safety Policy

• Carry out Risk Assessments

• Carry out Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) Assessments

• Follow Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007

• Report injuries under the RIDDOR Act

You’re unsure about Risk
Assessments
It is a requirement by law that every employer or self-
employed person must make detailed assessments of
any risks arising during their work.

Those carrying out the Risk Assessments must have
knowledge of the Regulations and possess the
judgment to ensure proper precautionary measures are
put into practice.

If you employ five or more people, you must keep a
record of these Risk Assessments.

You’re wondering whether
to present your Health &
Safety documents with
your quote
We hear from more and more of our customers that
by providing Health & Safety documentation it has
been a clincher in winning the job when pitted against
other firms.

By showing that you are aware and responsible for
your obligations sets you apart from other firms who
do not provide documentation.

Equally, it is now an expected standard for most local
governments that contractors working for them must
provide detailed Health & Safety documentation so to
even be considered for this type of work you must
fulfil this criteria.

You’re scared your
customer will default
More commonly consumer organisations are
encouraging homeowners to only choose builders who
are willing to enter into a contract.

Equally, Over 1 million SMEs in the UK face late
payment difficulties = 20% of businesses. Late
payment can send firms under by damaging cashflow.
So it’s essential to manage this part of the relationship
with your customer well.

Did you know that without providing your customer
with a notice for right to cancel with your contract.
If you do not provide this – your contract is void.

Using your contract with your detailed customer quote
you and the customer will know where you stand
before work starts and if anything goes wrong you
have your proof.

You want to streamline
your operations
Imagine a complete end-to-end software package
that supports your entire business from start to finish.

Imagine importing a plan which, when imported into
the estimating software gives you an estimate.

And that one set of data gives you a contract, health
and safety paperwork and also syncs seamlessly with
your other projects to give you total management
control.

The solution is the Ultimate Project Toolkit.

This is the future business management.

Ultimate Project Toolkit

Solution

Solution

ContractsXpert

Fact: the latest safer sites
initiative run by HSE
showed that a massive 40%
of building sites that were
inspected failed their health
and safety checks. 20% of
breaches were so serious,
sites were closed down

Did you know that providing your
customer with a ‘right to cancel’ notice is
a legal requirement? Without this, the

contract is void!

Health & Safety Xpert

Health & Safety Xpert

Health & Safety Xpert

Solution

Solution

Solution

You’ve too many plates in the air
Managing multiples sites and tasks is a time consuming and stressful process. If you
don’t keep your projects on time, then chances are you won’t be able to keep them
on budget.

Communication is key for project management
to be successful; this is not only between you and
your staff but also you and the customer in order
for you to manage expectations.

ProjectXpert

Solution



• Clever in-built calculators rapidly cost and quantify
your materials, labour and plant from the dimensions
you input

• Only estimating software to truly link you to leading
Builders Merchant prices – live – to ensure you quote
the going rate

• Accurate down to the very last screw – keep your
profit intact

• Professional quotes and detailed cost breakdowns
produced promptly to give customers confidence –
and you the business

• Automatic labour schedules and build programs
keep you in control and on budget.

• Simply input the details of your job and the software
will select the relevant paperwork

• Produces Company H&S policy, risk and COSHH
assessments, Site Inspections, Method Statements,
Pre-construction info pack... and more

• CDM Compliance and CHAS

• Annual Support & Updates ensures that the software
is updated with any changes in legislation etc

• Massively cheaper than a fine!

• First CAD software designed specifically for builders
without CAD or drawing experience

• Easy to use drag ‘n’ drop tools

• Produces architect-quality plans and elevations for
planning applications and building regulation
submissions

• PhotoVisualiser plug-in add an impressive 3D render
in one click

• Import plans from customers/architects and trace
over the drawing to produce estimates and 3D
models [in conjunction with EstimatorXpress).

• Flexible and intuitive project management software
specifically designed for builders

• Puts you in control of daily, weekly and monthly
tasks

• Merge multiple jobs and assess best use of labour,
materials, subcontractors and equipment

• With simple and effective reporting, charts and
histograms you can make sure that nothing gets
overlooked

• Create critical paths and baseline your projects to
track changes and amends.

• Simply choose the most relevant contract and input
project details

• Generates a legally binding, plain English contract
authored by the FMB

• Includes guidance notes and checklist to ensure all
points covered

• You and the customer will know where you stand
before work starts – and if anything goes wrong you
will have proof

• Consumer organisations are encouraging
homeowners to only choose builders who are willing
to enter into a contract.

• Manage your job from start to finish with end-to-end
project control

• Win more work by including accompanying building
plans and sketches, contracts and health and safety
paperwork with your estimate

• Manage the project once it’s been won with build
programmes and material schedules and keep an eye
on your cashflow and progress with the included
project management software, ProjectXpert

• Software compatibility creates a powerful workflow
programme that streamlines administration tasks,
improves your productivity and gives you ultimate
organisation. You only input the data ONCE!

• Produce estimates straight from a set of plans with
Estimating software, EstimatorXpress and CAD
software, PlansXpress

• Include professional 3D visuals with your estimate to
increase your chances of winning the work

• Attract more customers by offering a design and
build service

• Take job details straight from a set of existing
customer plans

• Spend less time on estimating

• Reduce your architect fees and handle planning
permission yourself as a value added service

• Save time with fully integrated software

• Raise invoices quickly and accurately

• Save money with detailed job costing

• Links with award winning EstimatorXpress

• Accounts software JUST for builders and contractors

• Keeps up to date with changing legislation

• Complete support from day one

• Software that grows with your business

• Optional PAYE module.

All you need to work smarter

EstimatorXpress

PlansXpress

Health & Safety Xpert

ProjectXpert

ContractsXpert

Ultimate Project Toolkit

Ultimate Project
Toolkit

CIA Lite

Visual
Estimating

CIA Lite

Visual Estimating

For more information visit www.hbxl.co.uk or call 0845 1234 065/0117 9167898



Rely on us to price your job and get it back to you
quick smart. We hit our deadlines every time.

Our pricing is highly competitive. We're not the
cheapest, but we're definitely the most accurate

and reliable

And when you get overloaded...

Fast response Value for money

Peace of mind, knowing your project is accurately
priced down to the last screw - with your profits

built in.

We're proud to be different. Our service standards
are second to none we like to think.

Worry-free A cut-above

Proudly present your quotation to customers. Supply
your logo and we'll brand it for you too!

We can also provide you with Building Contracts and
Health & Safety paperwork for your project

Professional Additional Services

If you simply don’t have enough time
to get your estimates done, when not let HBXL
Estimating Service take some of the load?

For more information visit www.estimating-service.co.uk or call 0845 1234 095 / 0117 916 7894


